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About This Game

 Try yourself in a role of a passenger bus driver!

Complete journeys around the city and its suburbs, strictly following the schedule. Earn money by successfully delivering
passengers and following the traffic laws. Complete various scenarios with pre-set conditions or build your own career in Free

Mode.

Action takes place in the real cities - Russian Serpukhov and German Cologne.

We took photos of the big part of the city and its suburbs to recreate buildings and streets as close to real city objects as
possible. Virtual city is recreated very accurate, in every detail. Buildings, bus stops and other objects are situated exactly on

their places.

Play as you want! You have freedom of choice.

Choose routes at your look to drive around city districts that you are interested in. It does not matter whether you like high-
speed passenger transportation or slow and relaxed driving. If you do not like pre-set schedule, you can customize it for your

style of gaming. Earn money, buy new buses and upgrade them. Decorate your bus as you want. You will definitely like various
decorations for each bus.

Car park for any taste.
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You have unique chance to drive buses from different eras and countries. You can drive both old Soviet city buses and
European long-distance giants.

Life of the driver – not only on the road.

Do not forget to occasionally refill your bus so you do not have to call the tow truck. Be prepared to spend a lot of your time in
one of four garages where you can upgrade your buses and take a rest.

Dynamic time of day change.

We have implemented realistic traffic in our game. Also, passenger traffic is simulated depending on the day time. Deliver
people to their work in the morning when there are traffic jams, in afternoon, when there are less passengers and cars, and in the

evening, when there are almost no one on the streets and lamp posts are illuminating the roads.

Widen your game experience.

Driving is realistic like never before! Connect you VR set, steering wheel and pedals for the best gaming experience.

Game features:

•There are seven high-detailed buses from different countries and eras. New buses are regularly being added.
•Recreated city and its suburbs area of 12 km2

•Possibility of upgrading your buses, add and replace decoration elements.
•Different weather conditions, dynamic day time change.

•Various traffic situations: traffic jams, accidents, speed bumps, driving at night, long-distance travels.
•Wide functionality on driving a bus.

•Necessity to visit gas stations and garages.
•Steering wheel, gamepad and VR support.
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Title: Bus Driver Simulator 2019
Genre: Indie, Racing, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
KishMish Games
Publisher:
KishMish Games
Franchise:
Bus Driver Simulator
Release Date: 31 Aug, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® 7 or later 64-bit os required

Processor: 1.9ghz Intel i5-equivalent processor or higher

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 460 or similar AMD Radeon (no support for onboard cards)

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX® Compatible

English,German,Russian,French,Korean,Czech,Italian,Turkish,Simplified Chinese,Romanian,Polish
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Had this game for seven months and I have a total of 1.1 hours, That entire time has been trying to get my wheel or controller to
work with the damn game, nothing seems to work except for keyboard and mouse (the good ole days) but keyboard in 2019 ?
really ? Then when you get in to the options there is no way back, click accept, click accept again, oh and again and again but
nothing happens, so its the good old ctr alt del. I thought I would give it another bash after todays 1.6gb update, but it is still
broken and for some reason since the update my pc sounds like it is about to take off and my gpu reached a temp of 94c after
only five minutes in the options, after which, yes you guessed it, I could not get out, so for me it is ctr alt del and in the
incinerator bin, not the recycle bin, I would hate for it to return. Shame really, it could have had potential.. Well,this game isnt
bad at all,yes it need more improvments but besides it,it worth the money.

Physics - 4\/5
Graphics - 4\/5
Steering support : I use the G29 - 3\/5
DLC - 5\/5. I have a steering wheel and a controller, both were a pain to setup. I spent 30 minutes trying to configure the
controls, so I eventually gave up.

UI is horrible.

Please fix these quality of life issues first before adding new content.. Good job on Bus Driver Simulator 2019 but in early
access it needs full game pad support and radio stations for music like that found in Ultimate Fishing Simulator or Euro truck
Simulator 2. Your hard work is on updates is good, so keep working. Thank you
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